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Chapter 18
A dusty red light filled the cargo bay as Jacey lowered the ramp. Finwë edged 

toward the opening, eyeing the early morning outside. Celia stepped onto the 
ramp before it completed its descent, and he followed. 

“I've been dreaming of fresh air for days.“ Hamilton thumped down the 
ramp.

“Uhh, yeah, about that,“ Ph'avell muttered.

Hamilton took in a deep, dramatic breath. Then his eyes bugged out. 

“Dear sweet mother of… What is that?“ He choked as he ran back up the 
ramp.

The entire crew froze, watching the near-giant panic as he searched the cargo 
bay for his helmet.

I wouldn't recommend that…." Ph'avell chuckled.

The helmet latch made a positive click as it locked back on, and Hamilton fell 
back in relief. A moment later, his big feet kicked upon the deck.

“It's in here, and it's worse.“ Hamilton flailed on the floor as he struggled to 
remove his helmet.

Celia found the air reedy mixture of sulfur and unappetizing industrial off-
gasses. It really wasn't any worse than her brother's room but the end of summer. 
But then, she wouldn’t fancy being in Nate’s room any longer than she had to.

Jacey opted for an old-fashioned nose pinch.

“By the gods, what is this land? Some hell of devious make?“ Finwë cringed 
at the reek.

“That is the scent of unfettered profit,“  Ph’avell loped toward the large shed,
““It's not pretty, but you get used to it.“

“I’m sure you hear that a lot.“  Maxtron’s entire face was pinched.

Ph'avell looked at Celia, and her heart pounded. She envisioned a half dozen 
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scenes that all ended with Maxtron bloodied and in the dust.

“Did County Club just make a joke?“ Ph’avell pointed to the XO’s back.

“That’s the first sign he’s actually Terran.” The Thandarian slapped Celia’s 
sore shoulder, “I was beginning to think he was an Arthropian in disguise.“

Three elements dominated the compound. The three-story lodge, the large 
shed, which could have doubled for a small aircraft hanger, and a two-story-tall 
wall that surround everything. That included the red-yellow dust that coated 
every surface and filled every cranny. It looked more a powder than anything 
and left the highest-fidelity boot impressions as they walked. The third story of 
the main house's dark wood exterior was sun-bleached and sandblasted without 
the wall's protection. It was clear that no expense was spared in the construction 
of the compound, but time, neglect, and the elements had clawed back its status.

The barn door slid open with a dry scrape, and Celia noticed a keypad hidden 
behind a stack of desiccated crates. It seems ForceCon had done some 
modifications upon their residence. Past the shed looked to be some sort of fire 
pit cum outdoor bar. No doubt another upgrade.

In the courtyard, Finwë looked back at the Dragonfly, "Tis the oddest wagon, 
your ship."

“I suppose so, but it is how we traveled here.“ She pointed to the sky.

“My flocculent mind reels with the thought of this.” Finwë admired the 
Dragonfly.

So says the time traveler. @HMerriweatherLCDR

                                                                                                    

The team dragged out a king-sized bundle that Hamilton would swear must 
have been fifty-percent dust. The crew spent the better part of the sunrise hour 
covering the Dragonfly in some net that Ph'avell claimed would hide the ship 
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from anyone above. Hamilton whined as they wrestled the netting over the 
vessel and swore as the course rope dug into his palms. The lines ran to the 
anchor poles Ph'avell and Finwë drove into the dust with longhammers. He was 
no hill-born Gurch. When the last rope was pulled tight, Hamilton blew on his 
tender hands and recognized the satisfaction of seeing the Dragonfly covered in 
taught camouflage netting. The crew all stood in the cool air of the shed.

“Chief, this is your place, so why don't you, Jacey, and Finwë take the first 
shift and pull things from your list?” Maxtron looked up from his holo screen, 
“Then the three of us will take the next.“

Hamilton stretched as his lower back protested with every centimeter of the 
bend. He wasn't cut out for roughing it. 

“It feels like I've been hunched over for weeks in that ship.“ He confessed.

"You're dramatic," Celia said with a wry smile.

"Bingo!" There was a series of beeps, and Ph'avell opened a hidden door in the 
shed floor.

“See, bingo.” A sharp elbow jabbed into his side, “That's how you say it.“ 

The three crossed the courtyard, and Hamilton listed to the wind hum across 
the top of the compound walls as their feet made soft thuds in the dust 
underfoot. Behind the ruddy patina, the lodge's details came into focus as they 
neared the building. Hamilton had no idea why someone would travel this far to 
hunt some unsuspecting game. He looked back at the camouflaged ship and 
realized they were the game in this particular scenario.

Unlike the shed, the door was unlocked and well-used. Maxtron barely 
pushed it, and it swung in on time-worn hinges. The air was stale inside, and 
dust clung to everything. Hamilton reconsidered the cramped bunk in the 
Dragonfly. Ghost impressions of framed art and footprints filled walls and worn 
plank floor of the barren two-story foyer. The ceiling height was welcome for a 
person of Hamilton's stature. 

The large table in the center of the room to the left was ringed with smaller 
tables with industrial chairs. The former dining room was decorated with 
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bouquets of fiber data lines blossoming from the tabletops and thousands of 
pinholes on its once finely finished walls.

“Most likely the squadron's TOC,“ Maxtron said.

Celia picked at the peeling wallpaper as Hamilton eyed the remaining 
hunting trophies on the walls, “Looks like they hunted a lot.“

“The last tenants weren't hunting animals, that's for sure,“ Maxtron laughed. 

The room across the foyer was filled with mismatched Terran lounge chairs 
and couches coated with a thick layer of orange dust. Hamilton rapped a wide 
knuckle on the Cireullian plaster walls and admired the thick, exposed timbers 
and was impressed. Now, if there was an appropriately sized bed, he might 
consider staying.

They drifted past the well-trod stairwell into a perpendicular hallway. The far 
wall was composed of dust-covered windows. Hamilton pressed an eye to the 
opaque pane to make out a small courtyard filled with anhydrated plants. 

“Hey, back here,“ Maxtron called out.

Maxtron stood before an open door across from the window wall.

“What is it?“ Celia asked.

"Looks like our accommodations," Maxtron smirked.

Hamilton found a room with its windows boarded up, three composite panel 
standing lockers, and large cots. He sat down, and the frame groaned in protest 
as the mattress coughed an irritating cloud of dust into the cramped room. He 
rubbed his temples to relieve the growing headache. Home, sweet home.

He fished out a glowb lighting sphere and emptied the few pieces of 
overnight kit he had onto the locker shelves. Hamilton nudged the cot against 
the wall when something small clattered to the ground. He peered around the 
edge to see a plasteen encased picture on the wood floor. Hamilton blew the dust 
off and saw a young female Gurch smiling from the image. She had long, dark 
hair, welcoming eyes, and a great smile. She was by the ocean, wearing a loose 
top, maybe on holiday. Hamilton rotated the image around to see as much of the 
3D image as possible. Perhaps it was exhaustion or that he'd never met a Gurch 
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woman this cute before. But this young woman smiled at him in a way Hamilton 
had never experienced. Without consideration or artifice, he smiled back. Then 
he remembered she was most likely smiling to a ForceCon operator, not a 
twenty-one-year-old virgin.

He dropped the picture on the bed and stared at the blank walls. No special 
someone waited for him to return. A common side effect for socially 
dysfunctional lab rats. Hamilton eyed the sonic tooth cleaner on the shelf and 
couldn't find a reason to see to his personal hygiene, so he thumbed off the 
glowb and went to sleep.

                                                                                                    

“You awake?“ The voice reached into nothing and pulled Celia out.

Celia cracked an eye, and the darkness continued.

“Celia?“ The voice repeated.

Hamilton's muffled voice came from beyond the darkness. Celia struggled to 
understand why he would wake her up in the middle of the night. No, not night; 
not morning; afternoon. Her hand blindly fumbled for her glowb.

“Yea…“ She cleared her dust-caked throat, “Yeah, I'm up.“ Her feet hit the 
floor in a solid thump. Damn, I left my boots on.

The dull throb in her ribs reacquainted itself as she pulled on her jacket. Her 
fingers were still swollen and painful. She shouldn't have pulled ropes earlier.

“Be right out.“ She put on a cheerful voice as she donned her kit and grabbed 
the rod. 

Celia pulled the door wide, and the daylight punched her in the eyes. 
Hamilton's lab coat was wrinkled and smudged with ruddy dust. An ocher 
warning to all who would dare to wear white here. If she looked half-as-bad as 
she felt, apologies were in order. Maxtron emerged from his room clean and 
creased. How did he manage it?
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Cracking her neck, Celia followed the two back toward the foyer. 

“Sleep well?“ She gave Maxtron a conspiratorial wink.

"Sleep? Hardly." Hamilton began, "It felt like some sort of torture chamber 
with those sadistic excuses for beds. I had to push two together, and I barely fit. 
And it did nothing for my headache." He rubbed his temples.

The air turned sharp and metallic as they passed the door at the end of the 
hall into the kitchen. No doubt the result of an unwelcome engagement between 
expansive cookware and poor air quality.

“You could feed a small army in here.“ Maxtron mused. 

Celia lifted an orphaned lid, “In some respect, it did.“

The three-headed through a door back into the foyer when the front door 
swung open and crashed into the wall. Ph'avell thundered in, mid-tale of 
dubious origin. Jacey and Finwë followed and closed the door behind the 
gregarious Thandarian.

“Cap’n!“ He strode past with a broad smile and a large furry object across his 
shoulders.

Celia and Maxtron exchanged looks as Ph'avell disappeared into the kitchen 
with Jacey in tow. Finwë stayed with the trio.

“What do you have there, Chief?“ Celia called into the swinging kitchen door.

Everyone went into the kitchen as Ph’avell stalked about the center island.

“Fresh silbuck. Dinner's on me.“ Ph’avell beamed.

Jacey rubbed his hands together in excitement. Ph’avell wore an earth-toned 
blanket-like poncho over fatigues and tied it at the waist with a course fiber belt. 
Perched on his head was a thick felted hat shaped like an inverted shallow 
bucket. 

“A generous offer, no doubt.“ Celia walked to the same side as her Warrant 
Officer. “But, I didn't notice a market nearby.“ 

She eyed the camouflaged painted carbine slung over his back as Hamilton's 
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stomach growled. Four against two.

“You just need to know where to look, or in this case, who to look for.
“ Ph’avell inspected as Jacey dusted off the island.

“Who exactly is there to ask around here? And where did you get the gun?
“ Her voice slipped towards a yell.

“His name is Mahwash.” Ph’avell nodded to the pilot and smiled back to 
Celia, “He’s the shepherd we spotted as we flew in.“

“So you thought, ‘Let’s go say hi to the neighbors’ and tell them that we're 
here?“ Maxtron leaned against the far counter.

She was glad that Maxtron spoke up because her word choices were not so 
diplomatic.

“Relax. Our being here isn’t a secret to the locals.” Ph’avell flipped the carcass 
onto the thick wood island, “There’s nothing out here, so when a ship lands, it 
doesn’t go unnoticed.“

Ph’avell unslung the carbine and placed it next to the silbuck. Finwë eyed the 
weapon and dead animal.

“I did what we've done for years. Go speak to the INDIGS.“ “Mahwash and 
his tribe are good people. We've worked hard to cultivate a good relationship. 
They have been a great resource for intel, local lore, and fresh food.“

“You didn’t tell him about us?“ Celia stepped closer.

“As far as he’s concerned, we’re just another ForceCon group up here—good 
to trade.“

“So, you hiked there and back with this on your shoulders?“ Maxtron raised 
an eyebrow.

“Hells no, I took a dirt tracker from the shed.“ 

You left Finwë alone with Jacey? @CVickersLCDR

Listen, Cap'n, I'll admit I was wrong with this guy. Spend a couple hours working 
with anyone, and you learn a lot about them. He's not a threat. Weird, sure, but no 
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trouble. @Ph'avellCWO5

Still, Chief. @CVickersLCDR

I gotta go with my gut here, but I'll keep a close eye on him. @Ph'avellCWO5

Ph'avell slid a hunting knife out from his belt, stabbed it into the tabletop, and 
walked over to Celia. 

“Mahwash's said nobody's been here in a year. This means the usual 
suspects that watch the road to Kamadi have long stopped. So, we could head 
into town and back without the local warlords getting a whiff.“ Ph’avell and 
Celia leaned against the end of the island, “If you think you've dealt with some 
cagey merchants in your time, they have nothing on these folks. If you need 
something in these parts, be prepared to give away the farm for it. All things 
considered, I think I did pretty good. They let me take this beauty for a pair of 
thermal leggings, and he butchered it for me.“  

”Hey!” Jacey cried out.

They turned to see Finwë with the knife in hand. Ph'avell shifted to the balls 
of his feet and edged toward his carbine as Maxtron's eyes froze upon the blade. 
If a relative stranger wasn't brandishing a knife, Celia would have laughed at the 
irony. Before anyone moved, Finwë turned and skinned the carcass with 
practiced hands.

"Had I know you were off on a hunt Chief Ph'avell, I would hath joined you 
on your odd steed," Finwë spoke as he worked the blade along the joints.

I guess he proved your point. @CVickersLCDR

Finwë trussed the silbuck’s legs together with a piece of twine and held it firm 
as Ph’avell worked a long metal spit through the beast.

Ph’avell rummaged around the kitchen and produced dusty spice tins and a 
pair of rectangular pans. 

“So, now what?“ Maxtron said.

“This goes over the coals, and you lot move the gear we pulled out onto the 
ship." Ph'avell said, "Then tonight, we feast." 
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Jacey tossed the manifest from his holo screen to Maxtron’s.

“A little comfort is a great idea.“ Celia smiled.

“You can take it from here?” Ph’avell looked at Maxtron and Hamilton.

“I will show them. You go rest, good sir.” Finwë picked up the trays and 
spices.

Hamilton and Maxtron hoisted the meat and walked out in tandem behind 
the Enari.

Water slapped the basin as Ph'avell washed his hands and knife clean. The 
water had a strong sulfur odor. Did everything on this planet spell terrible? Celia 
shadowed his periphery, waiting for the man to complete his task. Ph'avell shook 
off the blade, dried it on a pant leg, and sheathed it. 

“Listen, Cap'n, you may think I made a hash of our security, but it would look 
suspicious to the tribesman if someone didn't come out to meet them. And you're 
right; we need some real comfort because you know it's not going to get easier." 

The words came out like a cork blowing free from a bottle. Celia leaned 
against the counter and nodded.

“We both know that this…." He gestured around, "This is how it's going to be 
for the foreseeable future."

“Yeah,“ Her voice sounded thin in her head.

“Whatever happened on Terra Prime was deliberate. And, whoever's behind 
it, wants to close loops. Your father was pretty clear about the running part, but 
the two of us, we’re not runners. We're hunters, fighters, winners.“ Ph’avell lifted 
the carbine, inspected the empty chamber and safety. “It's not over.”

“I don’t think the others see it this way. How should we break it?“ 

“Let’s not make plans until we know what each person want’s to do.” He 
slung the weapon on his back, “‘Cause if they choose to go it singleton, they can’t 
know our plan.“
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“And Finwë?” She looked into Ph’avell’s golden eyes.

"Yeah…. We found him, so I guess he's kinda our responsibility." Ph'avell 
checked his kit without looking.

“Right,“ She picked up the pans, “I guess we need a plan.“

“Later.“ Ph’avell headed toward the back hall, “I’m off to the rack.”

“Hey Chief, next time you barter for fresh food, see if you can get them to toss 
in a vegetable or two for those of us who don't eat meat.“ Celia walked out to the 
foyer.

As the door swung back on its self-closing hinges, she heard Ph'avell 
grumble, "Bloody vegetarians…."
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